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Part one 311. We are please to give you a order for 3,000 computers

in current stock at the prices you quoted. 312.We wish to order from

you your products as pro-ov purchase. 313.We are pleased to place

with you a order for 2,000 washing machines to be supply from

current stock. 314.We wish to order from you according to this

purchase order. 315.Thank you for your quotation dated May 20th.

And this is our official order for 10 palace lanterns. 316.We are glad

to inform you that your samples are satisfactory ,we’d like to order

4 of the items. 317.If the quality is up to our expectations we shall

send further orders in the near future. 318.We find both price and

quality of your products satisfactory to our client and we are pleased

to give you a order for the items on this sheet. 319.We should be glad

if you would accept our order for coffee whose number is No 3003.

320.We’d like to place a order with you for 1000 cases each of

No77 and 100 at 5$ and 6$ /Case FOB Shanghai. 321.What is the

minimum quantity of an order for your goods. 322.I am trusted to

place an order for 100 sewing machines at 250$ each. 323.This is our

official trial order for 500 computers. *324.We need iron nails of all

sizes. 325.If you can fill our order of 5000 ties very soon we ‘d like

to place the order with you now . 326.We hoped that you can accept

the order in the buyer’s design and measurement. 327.Since you

are so eager to secure a order from us now we can place an order



with you. 328.We will send you the order very soon ,please hurry on

the execution of the order. 329.If we are satisfied with the product ,I

think we will place more orders. 330.The order is so urgently

required that we must ask you to make the earliest possible shipment.
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